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In [ 11, Calderon presented a method for proving the following result in a 
space of arbitrary dimension: If u is harmonic on R” x 10, co[, and at each 
point x of a set E G R”, u is bounded in some cone with vertex (x, 0), then u 
has nontangential limits at almost every point of E x {O}. In [6], Hattemer 
used a similar method to prove the corresponding result for solutions of the 
heat equation, in which cones were replaced by paraboloids and 
nontangential limits by “parabolic” limits. In his survey article [3], 
Chabrowski demonstrated that the method can be routinely extended to 
solutions of weakly coupled parabolic systems, provided that the coefficients 
are independent of time. The present paper contains a proof of the result for 
systems whose coefficients depend on all the variables. It is a nontrivial 
modification of the method used by the above authors. 
We consider the weakly coupled parabolic system 
p(U) = f- 
2 k 
i,Fl 
&(A f) & 
I J 
+ 5 b;(x, t)S 
i=l I 
CYUk 
+ f cgx, t)ud -at =o 
d=l 
(k = l,..., N) in R” x [O, c], where 0 < c < co and u = (u’,..., u”). We make 
the following assumptions about the coefficients of (1): 
(i) The coefficients and derivatives (a/axi) as, a2U~/aXiaXj, (a/aXi) bf 
are bounded and uniformly Holder continuous on R” X [0, c]; CZ~. = aTi 
(i, j = l,..., n and k = l,..., N). 
(ii) There exists a positive constant L such that, for every 6 E R”, 
2 afj(x, f, titj > It lItlIz (k = l,..., N) 
i.j= 1 
whenever (x, t) E R” x [0, c]. Here, and subsequently, ]ll]l denotes the 
Euclidean norm of c. 
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(iii) For every (x, t) E R” x 10, cl and d # k. we have c~(x. f) > 0 
(d, k = l,.... A’). 
These hypotheses are the same as those in 141, where several of their conse- 
quences are listed. Instead of citing all the various papers which give the 
consequences we require, we shall refer to the list in 14 I wherever possible. 
By a parabolic cone with vertex x,,. we mean a set S E R” x IO. cl such 
that the set S’ = ((x, 4): (x, t) E S} is a cone with vertex .Y(,. Note that the 
axis of S’ need not be orthogonal to R” x (O}. 
Given A-,, E R”, a>0 and aEIO,cl, we use ZIx(x,,) to denote the 
particular parabolic cone (or paraboloid) 
nE(x,) = ((x, t): I/x -x0/( < a \/t. 0 < f < a}. 
We say that a solution u of (1) has a parabolic limit (0 at x,, E R” if there is 
a vector (0 = (to’,..., w,‘) of real numbers such that 
lim U(X. t) = w 
as (x, t) --t (x,, 0) from inside ZZz(x,) for every LI > 0. 
THEOREM. Let u be a solution of the system (1) on R” x IO, cl. Let E be 
a measurable subset of R”, and suppose that, for each x E E, there is a 
parabolic cone with vertex x on which u is bounded. Then u has a parabolic 
limit at almost every point of E. 
Proof We begin by applying Calderon’s lemma 11 I to each of the 
functions (x, t) H uk(x, t*) for k = 1 ,..., N. Thus we see that given LI > 0 and 
E > 0, there exist a constant a E IO, cl and a compact set K E E such that 
each uk is bounded on the set 
G = 0 n”,(x), (2) 
.Y E I( 
and, if m denotes Lebesgue measure in R”, 
m(K) > m(E) - E. 
We shall prove that u has parabolic limits a.e. on K, and the result of the 
theorem will then follow easily. 
Let a > 0 and a E 10, cl be fixed, let G be defined by (2), and let K denote 
the characteristic function of G. Let M be a bound for each uk on G. For 
each integer p > l/a, put 
G, = G n (R" x ( l/p\). 
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and define v,” on R” x ] l/p, C[ by 
vxx, t) = J 5 Tkjk t; YY l/P) u’(y, l/p)x(y, l/p) dy, R” j=l 
where {rkj} is the fundamental matrix of (1). Since u is bounded on G, and 
there exist positive constants K and y such that 
0 < Tkj(X, t; y, s) < K(t - s)-“‘2 exp{-]]x - yI12/y(t - s)} (3) 
whenever x, y E R”, 0 < s < t < c, and k, j = l,..., N (see (41 for references), 
it follows from [4, Theorem I] that up is a solution of system (1) on 
R” x ] l/p, 4. 
Let r be chosen such that G s {(x, t): i/x]] < r, 0 < t < a}. Then, since 
1 uk 1 < M on G for k = l,..., N, we have 
II UkC> llP)X(-3 VP)ll, < j Iv* dy ( G, )‘” G (jli,,<F2 dq’) “25 
so that the sequence {nk(., l/p)x(-, l/p)] is uniformly bounded in L’(R”). It 
therefore has a subsequence {fi} = {uk(-, l/p(q))x(-, l/p(q))} which 
converges weakly to some function f k E L 2. Put 
vk(x, t) = j ' rkj(x, t; Y, O)~‘(Y) dY 
Rn ,r, 
(4) 
for (x, t) E R” x 10, c[ and k = l,..., N. As with v,, v is a solution of (1). 
We now show that {z&,) converges pointwise to vk as q + co. It follows 
from (3) that, for each fixed (x, t) E R” x IO, c[ and k,j = l,..., N, the 
function y F+ Tkj(x, t; y, 0) belongs to L*(R”). Therefore, as q + a~, the weak 
convergence established above implies that 
I ’ rkj(x, t; .I’, O)~‘,(Y) dY + Vk(X, t> R” JF, 
(5) 
for every (x, t) E R” x IO, c[ and k=l ,..., N. Similarly, for each 
(x, t) E R” x IO, c(, the sequences 
IJ w(-llx - AZ/N If’,(Y)1 & R” 1 
converge as q + co. By the mean value theorem, and the estimates 
(6) 
~~kj(x, t; Y, S) ~ K(t - S)~‘“‘2”2 expl-llx - .d*IY(t - s>I (7) 
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(x. y E R”. 0 < s < I < c; see 15, Chap.9]), for each @,t)ER” x 
1 l/p(q - 1). c[ we have, for some s E 10, l/p(q)l, 
< K(t - (l/P(q))]~‘“+2”2P(~) -’ 
In view of the convergence of the sequences in (6), this last expression tends 
to zero as 9 + co. This, together with (5), proves that pit,, + pk pointwise as 
q-+ al. 
For each integer p > l/a, put 
wp = u - u, 
on R” x 1 l/p, c[. Then (w,,(~)) converges pointwise to w = u - 1: as q --$ co. 
Since each uk is given by (4), it follows from 12, Theorem 21 that L’ has 
parabolic limits a-e. on R”. We shall prove that MJ has parabolic limits zero 
a.e. on K, and for this we require the following auxiliary solution h of the 
system (1). For each (x, t) E R” x 10, c[ and k = I,.... N, put 
where 6 is a positive constant to be chosen below. In view of (3). h is a 
nonnegative solution of (1) and, by [ 2, Theorem 2 1, h has parabolic limits 
zero a.e. on K. We lirst show that, if 6 is sufficiently large, then 
h > MI 1 + ~N(nry)“!* ] on BG n (R” x 10, a[ ), where M is the bound for the 
uk on G, and K. y are the same as in (3) and (7). We use the estimate 
given in 14. (8) I. If (.u, t) E i;G n (,R” x IO, (I[), then the geometry of G 
shows that ( .L‘: ‘1 J’ - x /I < (x ,,‘t 1 or R”\K. Therefore (3) and (8) imply that 
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> K-lt-nlz 
I 
IIY-xll<a J7 
exd-llx - YI12/Ptl dy 
> K-‘t-“‘2 exp(-cr’//3) m({ y: ]I y - x]] < a &}) 
say, where ,U is a positive constant. Hence hk > M[ 1 + ~N(zy)“‘~] on 
aGn(R”x]O,a() f i we choose 6 = M[ 1 + rcN(rcr)““]/,~, which we now do. 
The next step is to use this lower bound for the hk, together with the 
maximum principle, to show that / wk] < hk on G for k = l,..., N. For each p, 
the set G, is open in R” x {I/p}, so that ukx is continuous on G,. Therefore, 
as (x, t)+ (x0, l/p), we have $(x, t)+ uk(xO, l/p) (see [S, Chap. 9]), and 
hence wpk(x, t) -+ 0, for each (x0, l/p) E G, and k = l,..., N. Thus 
lim{hk(x, t) - ] wi(x, t)l) = h(x,, l/p) > 0 (9) 
as (x, t) -+ (x0, l/p) for each point (x,, l/p) E G, and k = l,..., N. Since 
(~~]<Mon Gn(R”x]O,a[)for k= l,..., N, we have, by (3), 
I w;tx, t)l < l Uk(X, t>l 
+i ’ ‘kjcx? t; YT I/P) (Uj(Y, l/P) X( Y, l/p)1 d.V R” ,r, 
< M[ 1 + NK(TC~)““] 
whenever (x, t) E GfY (R” x ] l/p, a[). It therefore follows from the lower 
bound for hk on 8GfY (R” x IO, a[) that, as (x, t)-+ (y, s) with 
6, t) E Gn (R” x ]l/p,a[) 
lim inf(hk(x, t) - I wi(x, t)l} > 0 (10) 
for all (y, s) E 8G n (R” x [l/p, a]). It follows from (9), (lo), and the 
maximum principle [ 7, Theorem 2 1, that 
I $Xx, t)l< hk(x, t> 
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for all (x, t) E G f7 (R” x ] l/p, a[), all p, and k = l,..., N. Restricting our 
attention to (p(q)} and making q -+ co, we deduce that 1 r+‘k 1 < hk on G for 
k = l,..., N. 
Since h has parabolic limits zero a.e. on K, and each hk is bounded away 
from zero on 3G f? (R” x 10, a[), it follows that, for almost every point x,, in 
K, any path ending at (x,, 0) and contained in some paraboloid is eventually 
contained in G. Therefore, since / wk( < hk on G for k = l,..., N. and h has 
parabolic limits zero a.e. on K, we deduce that w has similar limits a.e. on K. 
Since u = t’ + W, and u has parabolic limits a.e. on R”, it follows that u has 
parabolic limits a.e. on K. The result now follows easily. 
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